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Abstract—In this paper, we present a performance and thermal-aware Steiner routing algorithm for three-dimensional (3-D) stacked integrated circuits. Our algorithm consists of two steps: tree construction and tree refinement. Our tree construction algorithm builds a delay-oriented Steiner tree under a given thermal profile. We show that our 3-D tree construction involves minimization of two-variable Elmore delay function. In our tree refinement algorithm, we reposition the through-silicon-vias (TSVs) used in existing Steiner trees while preserving the original routing topology for further thermal optimization under a performance constraint. We employ a novel scheme to relax the initial nonlinear programming formulation to integer linear programming and consider all TSVs from all nets simultaneously. Our tree construction algorithm outperforms the popular 3-D maze routing by 52% in terms of performance at the cost of 15% wirelength and 6% TSV count increase for four-die stacking. In addition, our TSV relocation results in 9% maximum-temperature reduction at no additional area cost. We also provide extensive experimental results, including the following: 1) the wirelength and delay distribution of various types of 3-D interconnects; 2) the impact of TSV RC parasitics on routing and TSV relocation; and 3) the impact of various bonding styles on routing and TSV relocation. Last, we provide results on two-die stacking.

Index Terms—Steiner routing, thermal optimization, three-dimensional (3-D) integrated circuit (IC), through-silicon-via (TSV).

I. INTRODUCTION

T

Echnology feature sizes continue to shrink to meet performance demands on integrated circuits (ICs). This, coupled with growing overall chip dimensions, leads to greater consumption of the available delay and power budgets by the interconnect structures on these chips. As global and semiglobal wires become increasingly expensive and clock frequencies become higher and higher, designers seek new architectures and technologies that rely less on sending signals across the chip. However, few scalable solutions have been proposed. One such solution is three-dimensional (3-D) integration.

In a 3-D IC, transistors may be fabricated on top of other transistors, resulting in multiple layers of active components. These transistors may then be wired to other transistors on the same device layer, to transistors on different device layers, or both, depending on the process technology. In the wafer-bonding approach [1], discrete wafers are “glued” together using vertical copper interconnects, permitting multiple wafers and multiple 3-D interconnects and thus overcoming the aforementioned limitations. Three-dimensional integration offers tremendous potential for keeping Moore’s law on track. It provides a means to continue to increase device density by stacking more transistors in the same footprint. Three-dimensional integration also addresses the wire-delay problem by enabling the replacement of long and slow global interconnects with short and fast vertical routes.

Conventional 3-D integration, so-called system-in-package (SIP), involves stacking packaged chips with wire-bonding-based communication. Our target technology is to stack bare dies, not packaged chips, and utilize through-silicon-vias (TSVs) to establish interconnect among the dies. With this approach, the savings on the total amounts of wiring, delay, and its power consumption easily outnumber that of stacked packages. In addition, the absence of off-chip communication naturally translates into smaller delay and low power. Compared with system-on-chip implementation, TSV-based 3-D die stacking helps reduce noise and interference among mixed-signal components since these are separated into different dies. The advancement of TSV technology has matured enough to shrink the via size to a few micrometer dimensions, thereby contributing little to the area, delay, and power consumption of the overall system.

One of the major concerns of 3-D ICs is thermal dissipation. Stacking of different device layers combined with the low thermal conductivity of the bonding material may result in excessively high on-chip temperature. The location of TSVs in a Steiner tree has a high impact on the overall topology, as well as the delay at the sink nodes of the tree, since it determines the amount of wiring done at all intermediate dies that the tree spans. Moreover, TSVs play a significant role in lowering the temperature of the chip. The reason is that they establish thermal paths to the heat sink when placed in the middle of a hot spot. Thus, several existing works utilize TSVs to lower the on-chip temperature of 3-D ICs [2]–[7].

In this paper, we formulate and solve the new Performance and Thermal-Aware 3-D IC Steiner Routing problem for multiple net routing in 3-D stacked ICs. We emphasize that this problem is different from the conventional 2-D Steiner Routing With Multiple Routing Layers. The main reason is that the pins in 3-D ICs are located in multiple device layers, whereas the pins in 2-D ICs are located in a single device layer,
Section VI, and we conclude this paper in Section VII. The contributions of this paper are as follows.

1) Unlike the existing works on 3-D Steiner tree construction [2], [4], [8], [9] that focus on wirelength and thermal optimization, our tree construction algorithm optimizes thermal-aware performance. We believe that performance still remains as an important design metric, and the thermal-aware delay model is important in Steiner tree construction. Unlike the existing works that decompose a 3-D interconnect into a set of 2-D interconnects, our router considers all pins in all dies and their bonding styles simultaneously and constructs performance-oriented Steiner trees while determining the optimal location for TSVs.

2) We formulate and solve the new TSV Relocation problem for thermal optimization in 3-D stacked ICs. Unlike the existing works on TSV-related thermal optimization that insert additional dummy TSVs for thermal optimization, our thermal optimization is based on relocating existing TSVs while maintaining the original routing topology. Thus, our thermal optimization requires neither valuable routing resource nor rip-up-and-reroute. We employ a novel scheme to relax the initial nonlinear programming (NLP) formulation to integer linear programming (ILP) and consider all TSVs from all nets simultaneously.

3) Our tree construction algorithm outperforms the popular 3-D maze routing by 52% in terms of performance at the cost of 15% wirelength and 6% TSV count increase for four-die stacking. In addition, our TSV relocation results in 9% maximum-temperature reduction at no additional area cost. We also provide extensive experimental results, including the following: 1) the wirelength and delay distribution of various types of 3-D interconnects; 2) the impact of TSV $RC$ parasitics on routing and TSV relocation; and 3) the impact of various bonding styles on routing and TSV relocation. Last, we provide results on two-die stacking.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents related works. Section III provides the problem formulation. Section IV presents our 3-D Steiner tree construction algorithm. Section V presents our thermal-aware TSV relocation algorithm. Experimental results are presented in Section VI, and we conclude this paper in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

The history of routing algorithm development for 3-D ICs is relatively short. Das et al. [8] presented a set of standard cell-based physical design tools for 3-D ICs. Their 3-D global routing algorithm is based on a 3-D extension of [10], where the routing region is recursively partitioned into a series of $x$-,$y$-, and $z$-direction cuts in a top–down fashion. Routing topologies are then gradually optimized and refined as more and more subregions are generated by the partitioning. The $z$-direction cuts introduce vertical connection (= TSVs), and the authors utilize the routing channels in between the cell rows to insert TSVs. The objective is to reduce wirelength, and thermal or performance effects are not considered.

Cong and Zhang [2] presented a global routing algorithm for 3-D ICs that is based on maze routing. Their goal is to minimize wirelength and TSV counts under a given thermal constraint. Given a set of points in a 3-D grid, they first build a 3-D minimum spanning tree (MST). Then, for each edge $e(s,t)$ in the MST, shortest-path-based maze search from $s$ to $t$ is performed. Once the routing is completed, dummy TSVs are inserted in the layout whitespace for thermal optimization. Then, the whole process of routing and TSV insertion is performed in a multilevel routing framework. They later presented a follow-up work [3], where TSV insertion and refinement are performed based on the NLP formulation.

Zhang et al. [4] performed thermal-aware global routing for 3-D ICs while utilizing “thermal vias” and “thermal wires.” The authors first decompose each multipin net in the given netlist into a set of two-pin nets based on MST construction. Next, a routing congestion map is obtained based on the L/Z shape topology assumption. The locations of TSVs are then determined for all interdie two-pin nets based on the congestion map. The authors complete the routing for all nets by performing 2-D maze routing in each die separately. Based on this initial tree construction, thermal analysis is performed to identify hotpots. The authors then perform thermal-via/wire insertion and rip-up-and-reroute alternatively to remove temperature and congestion violations iteratively.

Note that Cong and Zhang [2] and Zhang et al. [4] insert additional dummy TSVs for thermal optimization. On the other hand, our thermal optimization is based on relocating existing TSVs while maintaining the original routing topology. Thus, our thermal optimization requires neither valuable routing resource nor rip-up-and-reroute. In addition, our routing trees are built under performance and thermal constraints.

Pavlidis and Friedman [11] presented an analytical delay model for interdie 3-D interconnects. Their delay model is a function of TSV location/height and the related wires. Using this model, they determine the delay-optimal TSV location along a 3-D interconnect that connects gates in different dies.

1We provide comparison between our 3-D router to this so-called 3-D maze router in Section VI.

2In addition to the thermal-via insertion during routing, Goplen and Sapatnekar [5] insert thermal vias after placement, while Li et al. [6] try to redistribute whitespace in a given floorplan to allocate space for thermal vias. Yu et al. [7] insert both dummy thermal TSVs and power/ground TSVs simultaneously to reduce thermal and power-supply noise.
However, this model is based on two-pin connections, and they do not perform routing. Minz and Lim [9] perform block-level global routing for 3-D SIP, where the fundamental problem is similar: Utilize routing layers in between multiple device layers as well as the routing channels around the modules in each device layer to complete routing. The goal is to minimize wirelength, layer, congestion, and crosstalk. They formulate and design heuristics for 3-D pin redistribution, net distribution, and channel assignment problems.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Problem Formulation

We assume that the following are given: 1) a set of $m$ nets $\{n_0, n_1, \ldots, n_{m-1}\}$, where each net is represented by a list of pins $n_i = \{p_0, p_1, \ldots, p_k\}$, with $p_0$ being the driver; 2) a 3-D routing grid $G$ that represents the routing resource in a given 3-D stacked IC, where each grid node represents a routing region and each edge denotes the adjacency among the regions; 3) each $x/y$ grid edge is associated with horizontal/vertical wire capacity and $z$ with TSV capacity; 4) the location of each pin $p(x, y, z)$ in $G$; and 5) a 3-D thermal grid $Z$ with thermal resistance on all edges and power consumption on all nodes. A 3-D Steiner Tree is defined to be a set of 2-D (= planar) Steiner trees connected by TSVs.

The goal of the Performance and Thermal-Aware 3-D Steiner Routing problem is to generate a 3-D Steiner tree for each net while satisfying the capacity constraints specified in the underlying $G$. The objective is to minimize the following: 1) the maximum temperature among all nodes in the thermal grid and 2) the maximum Elmore delay among all pins in each tree, where the delay is computed based on the current thermal distribution. Note that the thermal resistance values for some edges in $Z$ changes based on the number of TSVs assigned, which changes during routing and TSV relocation.

This paper uses the temperature-dependent interconnect delay model presented in [12]. The line resistance per unit length can be calculated as $r(x) = r_0(1 + \beta \cdot T(x))$, where $r_0$ is the resistance at $0^\circ C$, $\beta$ is the temperature coefficient of resistance, and $T(x)$ denotes the temperature at location $x$.

Depending on the number and the location of pins in each net, there exist the following four types of nets to be routed.

1) Single-die–two-pin (SD2P) nets: A net in this group connects two pins that are located in the same die.
2) Single-die–multipin (SDMP) nets: A net in this group connects more than two pins that are located in the same die.
3) Multidie–two-pin (MD2P) nets: A net in this group connects two pins that are located in different dies.
4) Multidie–multipin (MDMP) nets: A net in this group connects more than two pins that are located in multiple different dies.

Note that Steiner routers for conventional 2-D ICs deal with the first two types, whereas 3-D Steiner routers need to route all four types. The last two types require TSVs for interdie connections.

B. Overview of the Approach

Optimizing performance and thermal objectives simultaneously during 3-D Steiner routing is a challenging task. We solve this problem in two phases, namely, tree construction and tree refinement. The main goal during tree construction is to obtain initial trees that optimize performance under the given thermal profile. The main goal of tree refinement is to relocate the TSVs used in the initial trees for thermal optimization under the given timing constraint.

Fig. 2 shows an overview of our performance and thermal-aware 3-D Steiner routing process. Given a netlist and its 3-D placement, we first perform thermal analysis to obtain the thermal distribution to be used during tree construction. Next, we construct a performance-oriented routing tree for each net one by one under the nonuniform thermal profile. The temperature values are updated periodically to reflect the thermal resistance and temperature changes from TSV usage. In our tree refinement phase, we first perform timing analysis and obtain timing slack for each pin. We also perform thermal analysis to identify thermal hot spots. We then minimize the 3-D on-chip temperature by relocating the TSVs used in each tree under the given timing constraints. The goal is to move TSVs closer to the hot spots so that the thermal resistance values are reduced in those regions. Note that our TSV relocation preserves the original tree topology while optimizing the thermal objective. We recompute the timing slacks and

The thermal resistance change from a single TSV insertion is very small. In addition, updating thermal map after every net is computationally prohibitive for a large design. Thus, we choose to update thermal distribution periodically. We use the full 3-D thermal-grid model for our temperature analysis [13].
3D Steiner Tree Construction

input: netlist \( NL \), routing graph \( G \), thermal profile \( Z \)
output: 3D Steiner tree for each net

1. for each net \( n \in NL \)
2. \( T_n = p_0(n) \);
3. \( Q_n = \) set of pins of \( n \) except \( p_0 \);
4. while \( (Q_n \neq \emptyset) \)
5. for each pin \( a \in Q_n \)
6. for each edge \( e \in T_n \)
7. \( x = \) connection point for \( a \rightarrow e \);
8. \( y = \) TSV location on \( e(x,a) \);
9. update \( dly(p) \) for all \( p \in T_n \cup a; \)
10. \( X(a,e) = \max(\{dly(p)\}) \);
11. \((s_{\min},e_{\min}) = \) pin-edge pair with min \( X \);
12. \( T_n = T_n \cup e_{\min} ; \)
13. remove \( s_{\min} \) from \( Q_n \);
14. update \( Z \) periodically;
15. for (each non-timing critical \( T_n \) violating capacity) rip-up-and-reroute \( T_n \) under \( Z \);

Fig. 3. Pseudocode of the performance and thermal-aware 3-D Steiner tree construction algorithm. In case \( e \) and \( a \) are located in different planes, \( e(r,a) \) will utilize TSVs.

temperature values to reflect the relocation at every iteration. Last, we repeat the whole tree refinement phase until no more thermal improvement is possible.

IV. 3-D STEINER TREE CONSTRUCTION

A. Overview of the Algorithm

The basic approach of our 3-D Steiner tree construction algorithm is similar to SERT [14], where an existing tree is incrementally grown by connecting a new sink pin to it. SERT starts with the driver pin and selects the next sink pin that minimizes Elmore delay when connected to the driver. This process continues until all sink pins are connected to the tree that is growing. The goal is to minimize the maximum Elmore delay among all sink pins of the tree. Here, the biggest challenge is to compute the point on the tree where the new pin connects to. There are three major differences between SERT and our work. First, all the pins in SERT are located in the same die, whereas our 3-D algorithm handles the pins located in multiple dies. This 3-D case requires the usage of TSVs, and the location of these TSVs has a huge impact on the topology of the tree as well as the sink pin delay. Second, the delay optimization in SERT is based on a single variable, whereas our algorithm deals with two-variable function optimization. Third, our interconnect delay is computed based on the given thermal profile.

A pseudocode of our algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. Our routing algorithm consists of two phases: construction (lines 1–14) and rip-up-and-reroute (lines 15 and 16). We construct 3-D Steiner trees during the construction phase while ignoring congestion and then fix the capacity violation by rip-up-and-reroute. Given a net \( n \), our 3-D Steiner tree \( T_n \) initially contains the driver pin (line 2). We store the remaining pins of \( n \) in a set \( Q_n \) (line 3). We then examine all pin–edge pairs (lines 5 and 6) and compute the impact of the pin to the edge on Elmore delay under the given thermal profile \( Z \), where the pin is chosen from \( Q_n \) and the edge is from \( T_n \). Specifically, the delay impact is calculated based on the increase in temperature-dependent Elmore delay among all pins currently in \( T_n \) (lines 9 and 10), where \( dly(p) \) is the Elmore delay at pin \( p \). This requires the computation of connection point \( x \) and TSV location \( y \) (lines 7 and 8) (to be discussed in Section IV-B).

Next, we select the pin–edge pair that results in the minimum max-delay increase (line 11) and add the pin to \( T_n \) (lines 12 and 13). Since TSV insertion affects the thermal resistance of the related area, we perform thermal analysis periodically (not after every net routing) (line 14).

Our rip-up-and-reroute is done on non-timing critical nets, i.e., the nets with smaller max-delay values (line 15 and 16). Specifically, we first sort the nets that utilize routing edges that violated the capacity constraint based on their timing slack values. We then rip up the nets one by one in the sorted order and reroute it until the violation is completely removed. We use a maze router that minimizes weighted path length to reroute a net, where the weight considers the remaining routing capacity and temperature. In this case, our cost function penalizes routing edges that are more congested and/or located in a nearby hot spot. For a two-pin net, our maze router tries to find the source-to-sink shortest weighted path such that the routing capacity is not violated. For a multipin net, we first decompose the net into a set of two-pin nets based on their MST. We then route each two-pin subnet using our maze router described earlier.

B. Computing Connection Point and TSV Location

For a given multipin net and a partial tree, our goal is to find the next pin (and its connection point and TSV location) so that adding this pin, compared with other pins, minimizes the delay increase in the overall tree. A final Steiner tree is obtained once all the pins are added. This section discusses how to compute the connection point and TSV location. Our discussion is based on the two-die case for the simplicity of the discussion, but our algorithm is applicable to multi-die stacking without any modification. Let \( r_1 \) and \( c_1 \) denote the unit length resistance and capacitance values for die 1, \( r_2 \) and \( c_2 \) are similarly defined for die 2. The capacitance and resistance of a TSV connecting the two dies are denoted as \( C_{via} \) and \( R_{via} \), respectively.

Given a pin \( p \) and an edge \( e \in T \), the connection point is defined as the point on \( e \) to which \( p \) is connected. The connection-point computation for the 2-D case has been presented in [14], where the Elmore delay change on an entire tree caused by adding a new pin to the tree is a function of a single variable \( x \), the location of connection point. We extend this work by introducing a second variable \( y \) that represents the location of TSV. We then optimize the two-variable delay function and determine the location of connection point \( x = x \) and TSV \( y = y \) for the 3-D case.

Referring to Fig. 4, \( e(p,c) \) and \( e(q,b) \) are the edges on \( T \), \( p \) is the parent node of \( e(p,c) \), and \( q \) is the parent node of \( e(q,b) \). \( a \) is the new pin that needs to connect to \( e(p,c) \). Edge \( e(p,c) \) lies on die 1 with interconnect parasitics \( r_1 \) and \( c_1 \), whereas \( a \) lies on die 2 with interconnect parasitics \( r_2 \) and \( c_2 \). \( d \) is the point on \( e(p,c) \) that is of the shortest distance to \( a \). \( x \) is the connection point, and \( y \) is the location of TSV.

Our first goal is to derive Elmore delay equations that are the functions of \( x \) and \( y \). In what follows, we let \( \delta x \) denote...
δz, δy are defined similarly.

Subtree rooted at p when considering a function of both x and y.

The distance between nodes p and x, and δq, δa, δb, δc, and δd are defined similarly. δy is the distance between x and y, and δz is the distance between y and a. Let Tp denote the subtree rooted at node b. In order to compute the Elmore delay change on all sink pins in T caused by adding a to T, we consider the following four cases:

1) delay at the node to be added (= node a);
2) delay at the subtree located after the connection point (= node c);
3) delay at the subtree that could be located either before or after the connection point (= node b);
4) delay of the nodes not in Tp.

Fig. 4 shows these four cases.

1) Case 1: We handle the delay at node a. In this case, d(a) is a sum of four functions

\[ d(a) = f_1 + f_2 + f_3 + f_4. \]

f1 is the delay from node p0 to p. The delay from node p to a can be further divided into the following: 1) the delay from node p to x (= f2 + f3), and 2) the delay from node x to a (= f4).

In addition, the delay from node p to x depends on edge e(q, b).

Thus, we consider the delay from p to x as a summation of two terms f2 and f3, where f2 is the delay from p to x without considering e(q, b) and Tb, f3 is the additional delay from p to x when considering e(q, b) and Tb. Thus

\[ f_1 = K_0 + K_1 \{ c_1 \delta y + C_{via} + c_2 \delta z + c_1 \delta c + C_c + c_1 (\delta b - \delta q) \} \]

\[ f_2 = r_1 \delta x \left( \frac{c_1}{2} + c_1 \delta y + C_{via} + c_2 \delta z + c_1 (\delta c - \delta x) + C_c \right) \]

\[ f_3 = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
    r_1 \delta x (c_1 (\delta b - \delta q) + C_b), & \text{if } \delta x \leq \delta q \\
    r_1 \delta y (c_1 (\delta b - \delta q) + C_b), & \text{if } \delta x \geq \delta q
\end{array} \right. \]

\[ f_4 = r_1 \delta y \left( \frac{c_1}{2} + C_{via} + c_2 \delta z \right) + R_{via} \left( \frac{C_{via}}{2} + c_2 \delta z^2 \right) \]

where \( \delta z = \delta a - (\delta x + \delta y) \), \( K_0 \) is the sum of resistance and capacitance products along the p0 \( \rightarrow \) p path, \( K_1 \) is the sum of resistances along the p0 \( \rightarrow \) p path, and \( C_i \) is the capacitance of the subtree rooted at node i.

2) Case 2: The new delay at node c is given by

\[ d(c) = f_1 + f_2 + f_3' + f_4' \]

where

\[ f_3' = r_1 \delta q (c_1 (\delta b - \delta q) + C_b) \]

\[ f_4' = r_1 (\delta c - \delta x) \left\{ \frac{c_1 (\delta c - \delta x)}{2} + C_c \right\} \]

\( f_3' \) is the delay seen at node c due to branch e(q, b), and \( f_4' \) is the delay from node x to node c without considering branch e(q, b).

3) Case 3: The new delay at node b is given by

\[ d(b) = f_1 + f_2'' + f_3'' \]

where

\[ f_2'' = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
    r_1 \delta x (c_1 \delta y + C_{via} + c_2 \delta z), & \text{if } \delta x \leq \delta q \\
    r_1 \delta q (c_1 \delta y + C_{via} + c_2 \delta z), & \text{if } \delta x \geq \delta q
\end{array} \right. \]

\[ f_3'' = r_1 \delta q \left\{ \frac{c_1}{2} + c_1 (\delta b - \delta q) + C_b + C_c \right\} \]

\( f_3'' \) is the delay from node p to q without considering the effect of the new pin a.

4) Case 4: For all other nodes not in Tp, the added delay is a function of the added capacitance, which is linear in terms of x and y and given by

\[ \Delta C = c_1 (\delta x + \delta y) + C_{via} + c_2 \delta z. \]

These cases identify the four possible ways by which the delay at the new node a and the other existing nodes of the tree may change due to the addition of a. The objective is to find the location of connection point x and the location of TSV y for the new node a such that the total increase in delay is minimal under the given thermal profile. As discussed earlier, we use this connection-point computation to identify the pin-edge pair that results in the minimum increase of maximum Elmore delay under the given thermal distribution.6

C. Optimization of Delay Equations

We discuss how the delay equations derived in the previous section can be used to generate a small set of possible optimum location points. We first consider the conditions needed to determine the minimum of a general quadratic function of two variables. We later show how the delay equations derived in the previous section can be optimized using these conditions.

In general, for a quadratic function of two variables \( F(\delta x, \delta y) \), the maximum or the minimum of the function

\[ \Delta C = c_1 (\delta x + \delta y) + C_{via} + c_2 \delta z. \]

In the case of connecting two pins located in nonadjacent dies, we use a stacked TSV so that no routing in the intermediate layers is used. For example, a pin in dies 1 and 3 requires two TSVs that are vertically aligned so that there is no routing necessary in die 2.
depends upon the values of $\partial^2 F/\partial \delta x^2$ and the determinant of the Hessian matrix $H_1$

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
\frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial x^2} & \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial x \partial y} \\
\frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial x \partial y} & \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial y^2}
\end{pmatrix}
$$

where $F$ is the delay function under consideration. The aforementioned values for a quadratic function of two variables are always constant.

We have $0 \leq \delta x \leq \delta d$ and $0 \leq \delta y \leq \delta a$, so we consider the following cases:

- **Case 1)** If $(\partial^2 F/\partial \delta x^2) \leq 0$ and $H_1 \geq 0$, the minimum can be found at the boundary points, i.e., $\delta x = 0$ or $\delta x = \delta d$ and $\delta y = 0$ or $\delta y = \delta a$. Thus, we have four points to look for the minimum.

- **Case 2)** If $(\partial^2 F/\partial \delta x^2) < 0$ and $H_1 = 0$, we have a concave function, and the minimum lies on the boundary points.

- **Case 3)** If $(\partial^2 F/\partial \delta x^2) = 0$, $(\partial^2 F/\partial \delta y^2) \leq 0$ and $H_1 = 0$, then $F(\delta x, \delta y)$ is a linear function of $\delta x$ and $\delta y$, and the minimum lies at the boundary points.

- **Case 4)** If $H_1 < 0$, the critical point found is a saddle point, and the minimum lies at the boundary. The set of boundary points may be found by setting $\delta x = 0$ or $\delta x = \delta d$ and minimizing $F(\delta x, \delta y)$ as a function of $\delta y$ or by setting $\delta y = 0$ or $\delta y = \delta a$ and minimizing $F(\delta x, \delta y)$ as a function of $\delta x$.

We show that the Elmore delay at each sink node in $T$ can be optimized by considering any of the four cases shown previously. Thus, there is only a fixed number of points $(x, y)$ for which the Elmore delay values are minimized. Details are included in Appendix A.

### V. 3-D Tree Refinement With TSV Relocation

#### A. Overview of the Algorithm

The motivation behind our TSV relocation is to move as many TSVs into thermal hot spots as possible while preserving the original tree topology that we obtain during our construction step. The TSVs in hot spots reduce the thermal resistance in these areas and establish heat-conducting paths to the heat sink. The objective is to remove hot spots while not violating the timing and routing-capacity constraints.

TSVs are usually etched or drilled through device layers by special techniques and are costly to fabricate [3]. Thus, a large number of TSVs will degrade the yield and reliability of the 3-D chip. This is the drawback of the existing works that add additional dummy TSVs to reduce temperature [2]–[7]. During our TSV relocation, however, no new dummy TSVs are added, but the existing TSVs are relocated. The objective is to reduce the maximum on-chip temperature as much as possible using TSV relocation so that the additional TSVs needed may be kept at minimum.\(^7\)

\(^7\)An approach that combines both TSV relocation and dummy TSV insertion should provide the best results and is outside the scope of this paper.

In general, thermal optimization with TSVs is nonlinear in nature due to the well-known relation $T = PR$, where $T$ is the temperature matrix, $P$ is the power vector, and $R$ is the thermal resistance matrix. We have $R \propto (1/a)$, where $a$ is the number of TSVs. In addition, general solutions available for solving nonlinear problems cannot be applied directly to large-size problems. In this paper, we propose a novel solution that helps us effectively overcome the nonlinear nature of this problem. We propose a relaxed ILP-based formulation in which the number of integer variables is kept at minimum. Our ILP-based method optimizes TSVs on all nets simultaneously, which is more rigorous than a sequential approach that optimizes the nets one by one. In addition, we target all hot spots simultaneously instead of iteratively targeting one by one. Our experimental results in Section VI demonstrate the advantage of this approach.

#### B. Movable Range

We start our TSV relocation phase with the set of 3-D Steiner trees that we obtain from the construction step. All pins in each tree $T_i$ are associated with the timing constraint that denotes the required arrival time in terms of Elmore delay. Each TSV $v \in T_i$ is associated with the movable range that denotes the range of new location along its route to the connection point so that the timing constraints are not violated. We perform thermal-aware static timing analysis to compute timing slack for all points. This static timing analysis gives us the available slack on each pin. The TSVs are then moved along the Steiner tree edge to determine the movable range of each TSV. Note that new TSV location translates to new delay at the sinks. The range ensures that no timing constraints are violated during the relocation. An illustration is shown in Fig. 5. In case the movable range of a TSV $v$ is a single point, $v$ is nonmovable; otherwise, it is movable. Our goal is then to find a new location for each movable TSV in each Steiner tree so that the maximum temperature among all nodes in the thermal grid is minimized while the timing and routing-resource capacity constraints are not violated. Note that we preserve the original topology of the Steiner trees. All that is changing is the location of TSVs for thermal...
optimization, where movable TSVs are moved into thermal hot spots under the timing constraint to reduce thermal resistivity.

C. Compact Thermal Analysis

Fig. 6 shows the fast thermal model used in our TSV relocation method, which we adopted from [3]. In this model, each heat source is considered as a current source, and the temperature is regarded as a voltage level. The 3-D structure is divided into smaller regions, which is represented by its thermal resistance. In this model, a tile structure is imposed on the surface, where each tile is approximated as a resistive chain, as shown in Fig. 6. Temperature equations are then constructed based on the voltage equation $V = I \cdot R$. For example, the temperature at node 4 is given by $T_4 = T_3 + (P_5 + P_4) \cdot R_5$.

In 3-D ICs, heat sinks are attached to the bottom or top side of the 3-D IC stack, with other boundaries being adiabatic. Thus, the dominant heat flow is in the vertical direction. For the purpose of optimization, we view each tile stack in Fig. 6 as an independent thermal resistive chain. In this case, we do not consider effects of lateral thermal dissipation, which can be justified by the fact that the thermal conductivity of the epoxy material used for bonding is much lower than that of silicon itself. This essentially means that it is difficult for heat to dissipate in the vertical direction as compared with that in the horizontal direction. To accurately verify the temperature reduction, a full (= vertical and lateral) resistive thermal model [13] (considering lateral resistances) is run twice, i.e., once before and once after our TSV relocation phase. The final temperature values reported in our experiments are based on this full resistive model.

Another important reason for our adoption of this vertical heat-flow model is that we can formulate our simultaneous TSV relocation using ILP and solve it efficiently, as will be discussed in the subsequent sections. To solve for the temperature values at all nodes, all temperature equations are constructed and reduced to the form $T = P \cdot R$, where $T$, $P$, and $R$ are all vectors. These equations can be solved directly by using the values of power and the thermal resistance at each tile.

D. NLP Formulation

In the following sections, we will first show how the TSV relocation problem can be formulated as an NLP formulation. We then show how the NLP is converted into an ILP formulation. The ILP formulation adds a large number of integer variables in the problem, thus making it difficult to solve. Last, we present our fast-ILP problem formulation that reduces the number of integer variables significantly.

The NLP-based formulation is defined as follows (Table I explains the notations that we use in the formulation):

Minimize $\sum_{(i,j,k) \in Z} \alpha_{i,j,k} \cdot T_{i,j,k}$ (1)

Subject to

$T_{i,j,k} = (\frac{P_{i,j,k}}{\alpha} + \cdots + P_{i,j,k}) \times R_{i,j,k}^{opt}$ (2)

$R_{i,j,k}^{opt} = \frac{R_{no,i,j,k}}{\alpha} + V_{i,j,k}^{opt}$ (3)

$V_{i,j,k}^{opt} = V_{org,i,j,k} + \Delta V_{i,j,k}$ (4)

$\Delta V_{i,j,k} = \sum_{n \in N_{i,j,k}^{in}} M_{i,j,k}^{v,n}(n) - \sum_{n \in N_{i,j,k}^{out}} M_{i,j,k}^{v,n}(n)$ (5)


### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES AND CONSTANTS USED IN OUR NLP/ILP FORMULATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{i,j,k}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{i,j,k}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{max}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_{i,j,k}^{opt}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{i,j,k}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{i,j,k}^{new}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{i,j,k}^{opt}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{i,j,k}^{opt}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_{i,j,k}^{opt}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{i,j,k}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta G_{i,j,k}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_{i,j,k}^{opt}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{in}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{out}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{in}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{out}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
solving the following parallel resistance relation:

\[ G_{i,j,k}^{\text{cur}} \leq G_{i,j,k}^{\text{max}} \quad \forall (i, j, k) \]

\[ G_{i,j,k}^{\text{cur}} = G_{i,j,k}^{\text{org}} + \sum_{n \in N} M_{x,y,k}^{n} (n) \cdot \Delta G_{i,j,k}, \quad \text{where} \]

\[ (i, j, k) \text{ is on path} \quad (x, y, k) \rightarrow (v, w, k) \]

\[ \sum_{n \in N_{\text{mov}}} M_{i,j,k}^{x,y} (n) = 1 \]

\[ M_{i,j,k}^{x,y} (n) \in \{0, 1\}. \]

Equation (1) is our objective function, where we minimize the weighted sum of temperature values at all thermal tiles. \(^8\) The weights \(\alpha_{i,j,k}\) are computed based on the initial temperature measured before the TSV relocation. In this case, the higher the \(\alpha_{i,j,k}\), the lower the \(T_{i,j,k}\) that we desire. \(^9\)

Equation (2) gives the temperature at each tile based on our fast thermal model shown in Fig. 6, where \(K\) is the maximum height of our thermal tile (= total number of dies in the 3-D stack). Equation (3) shows the variation of thermal resistance based on the number of TSVs in a tile. This is obtained from solving the following parallel resistance relation:

\[
\frac{1}{R_{i,j,k}^{\text{opt}}} = \frac{1}{R_{i,j,k}^{\text{org}}} + \frac{V_{i,j,k}^{\text{opt}}}{\alpha_{i,j,k}}.
\]

Equation (4) is the definition of \(V_{i,j,k}^{\text{opt}}\). Equation (5) states that the total change in the number of TSVs for tile \((i, j, k)\) is the total number of TSVs moved into tile \((i, j, k)\) minus the total number of TSVs moved out of tile \((i, j, k)\). Equation (6) ensures that the routing-resource (= wires and TSVs) capacity constraints are satisfied.

Equation (7) shows how the routing-resource usage is updated after a TSV is moved from tile \((x, y, k)\) to \((v, w, k)\). Note that the usage of all tiles along the path from \((x, y, k)\) to \((v, w, k)\) is affected. Let \(G_{i,j,k}^{\text{org}}\) denote the original usage at tile \((i, j, k)\) before the move. Then, the new usage, denote by \(G_{i,j,k}^{\text{cur}}\), is computed by adding the total amount of change made on \((i, j, k)\), where the total amount of change is computed by summing the various \(\Delta G_{i,j,k}\) changes based on whether the corresponding via are moved or not. We note that \(\Delta G_{i,j,k}\) can take both positive or negative values based on whether the corresponding via move increases or decreases the routing capacity at the given location. Last, the whole process is done for all nets that contain the relocated TSVs.

Equation (8) ensures that only one TSV per net is moved. Note that this restriction is unavoidable since the movable range of a TSV is computed independent of other TSVs. Once a TSV is moved, it affects the timing constraint, movability, and the range of all other TSVs in the same net. The ultimate way to perform TSV relocation is to consider all TSVs from all nets simultaneously, which is computationally expensive. However, our method that considers one TSV from all nets simultaneously is better than a sequential approach that considers all TSVs from a single net. Equation (9) states that \(M_{i,j,k}^{x,y} (n)\) are binary integer variables.

We note that this original TSV relocation problem is nonlinear due to the inverse relation between thermal resistance and the number of TSVs in a tile (= \(P_{i,j,k}^{\text{opt}} \) versus \(V_{i,j,k}^{\text{opt}}\) in (3)). In the next section, we will propose a simplified ILP formulation that overcomes this nonlinear problem formulation.

E. ILP Formulation

From the NLP formulation, we see that the number of TSVs in each tile is an integer variable. Our ILP-based formulation differs from the NLP one in the following way. We replace (2) and (3) with the following:

\[ T_{i,j,k} = T_{i,j,k-1} + 1 \times \gamma_{i,j,k} + \cdots + \gamma_{i,j,k}^{\text{opt}} \cdots \gamma_{i,j,k}^{\text{opt}} \times \delta_{i,j,k} \]

\[ \gamma_{i,j,k} + \gamma_{i,j,k}^{\text{opt}} + \cdots + \gamma_{i,j,k}^{\text{opt}} = V_{i,j,k}^{\text{opt}} \]

\[ \sum_{m=0}^{m_{i,j,k}} \gamma_{i,j,k}^{m} = 1 \quad \forall (i, j, k) \]

Equation (10) is a new way to calculate the temperature at each tile (refer to Table I for the definition of the related variables and constants). In this equation, \(\gamma_{i,j,k}^{\text{opt}}\) denotes the new integer variables, whereas \(\delta_{i,j,k}\) represents the constants that are calculated for each possible value of the number of TSVs in a tile. Equation (11) equates the \(\gamma_{i,j,k}\) variable with the optimum number of TSVs in a tile. Compared with the nonlinear equation (3), (11) shows linear relation between \(V_{i,j,k}^{\text{opt}}\) and \(\gamma_{i,j,k}\). Equation (12) ensures that, for each tile, only one \(\gamma_{i,j,k}^{m}\) takes a value of 1. Last, (13) ensures that \(\gamma_{i,j,k}^{m}\) is either 0 or 1. All other equations in our NLP formulation remain the same in our ILP formulation.

The number of new integer variables \(\gamma_{i,j,k}^{m}\) is proportional to the number of tiles in our thermal grid plus the number of TSVs that are movable in each grid. Adding such a large number of integer variables makes the problem harder to solve. In our next section, we propose our fast-ILP formulation, which removes the need of integer \(\gamma_{i,j,k}^{m}\) variables, thus reducing the number of integer variables required significantly.

F. Fast-ILP Formulation

Our fast ILP-based TSV relocation is formulated as follows (Table I explains the notations that we use in the formulation):

\[ \min \sum_{(i,j,k) \in Z} \alpha_{i,j,k} \cdot T_{i,j,k} \]

Subject to

\[ T_{i,j,k} = T_{i,j,k-1} + \delta_{i,j,k}^{0} \times \beta_{i,j,k}^{1} \cdot (\delta_{i,j,k}^{0} - \delta_{i,j,k}^{1}) - \cdots \]

\[ - \beta_{i,j,k}^{m_{i,j,k}} \cdot (\delta_{i,j,k}^{m_{i,j,k}-1} - \delta_{i,j,k}^{m_{i,j,k}}) \]

\[ \gamma_{i,j,k}^{m} = 1 \quad \forall (i, j, k) \]
Equation (15) is a new way to compute the temperature at tile \((i, j, k)\), which is different from (10). A detailed explanation of this equation is included in Appendix B. Equation (16) states that the total number of TSVs in a tile \((i, j, k)\), which is specified by the \(\beta_{i,j,k}^n\) values \((1 \leq i \leq \text{vmax})\), should be equal to \(V_{\text{opt}}^i,j,k\). Equation (21) restricts the range of values that \(\beta_{i,j,k}^n\) can take. All other equations are the same as that discussed in the NLP formulation.

A few points are worth mentioning. First, in order to overcome the restriction of moving just one TSV per net \(= (23)\), we repeat the entire relaxed ILP multiple times so that multiple TSVs from a single net are given a chance to relocate in an iterative fashion. We stop the iteration if the improvement on both the maximum and average temperatures is minimal. Our related experiment shown in Table V suggests that most of the temperature saving is obtained during the first iteration and that the overall algorithm converges within a small number of iterations. Second, the number of integer variables \(= M_{x,y,k}^i,j,k(n)\) can be huge if the number of nets is larger or the thermal grid is finer. This makes our fast-ILP formulation less desirable for a large-problem instance. However, we overcome this limitation by relaxing these integer \(M\) variables and solving our fast-ILP problem. We round the continuous variables based on a threshold value \(\lambda = 0.5\). All variables above \(\lambda\) are converted into 1, provided that they do not violate the routing-capacity constraint, whereas all other variables are converted into zero. Table VI shows the impact of this relaxation on solution quality and runtime.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setting

We implemented our router named 3-D Elmore Router in C++/STL and ran our experiments on a Linux server running at 2.5 GHz and having 16 GB of memory. We tested our algorithms with three sets of benchmark: ISCAS89, ITC99, and ISPD98. We report the total wirelength, the total number of TSVs used, the maximum thermal-aware Elmore delay among all sinks, the maximum temperature among all nodes in the thermal grid, and the runtime in seconds for each circuit. We obtained 3-D placement using an algorithm that is similar to that in [16]. The following are the details of our experimental setting.

1) We use four-die stacking for our 3-D IC, where the top two and bottom two dies are bonded face to face and the middle two back to back, unless otherwise specified.

2) We assume that all four dies have different unit-length resistance and capacitance values [11] as follows, unless otherwise specified: \(r_1 = 86\ \Omega/\mu m\) and \(c_1 = 396\ \text{fF/mm}\), \(r_2 = 175\ \Omega/\mu m\) and \(c_2 = 100\ \text{fF/mm}\), \(r_3 = 74\ \Omega/\mu m\) and \(c_3 = 279\ \text{fF/mm}\), and \(r_4 = 154\ \Omega/\mu m\) and \(c_4 = 120\ \text{fF/mm}\).

3) The dimensions of our face-to-face TSVs are \(1 \mu m \times 1 \mu m \times 10 \mu m\). The parasitics are \(R_{\text{via}} = 17.2\ \Omega/\mu m\) and \(C_{\text{via}} = 371.8\ \text{fF/mm}\). The dimensions of our back-to-back TSVs are \(10 \mu m \times 10 \mu m \times 40 \mu m\). The parasitics are \(R_{\text{via}} = 0.172\ \Omega/\mu m\) and \(C_{\text{via}} = 1943.8\ \text{fF/mm}\).

4) The routing-grid dimensions used for the four-die stack are shown in Table II. The dimensions were increased based on the circuit size (= number of nets), and the routing capacities were chosen so that about 10% of the nets need to be rerouted after the initial tree generation.

5) The thermal-grid dimensions are \(20 \times 20 \times 4\) for the four-die-stacked 3-D IC. For thermal analysis, we use the following thermal conductivity values: Silicon is 150 W/mK, copper is 285 W/mK, and epoxy (= bonding) layer is 0.05 W/mK. The power generated in each thermal grid is proportional to the number of cells placed in it, multiplied by a random value ranging from 1 to \(10^7\ \text{W/m}^2\) to account for the gate-level switching activity factor. We use our compact thermal model discussed in Section V-C for TSV relocation and that in [13] for all other purposes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ckt</th>
<th>grid dim</th>
<th>X &amp; Y</th>
<th>Z (F2P)</th>
<th>Z (B2B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s9234</td>
<td>20 × 20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b14_opt</td>
<td>40 × 40</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s13207</td>
<td>40 × 40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s15850</td>
<td>40 × 40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b20_opt</td>
<td>40 × 40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b21_opt</td>
<td>60 × 60</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b22_opt</td>
<td>60 × 60</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ibm09</td>
<td>80 × 80</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ibm10</td>
<td>100 × 100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ibm11</td>
<td>120 × 120</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ibm13</td>
<td>140 × 140</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ibm17</td>
<td>140 × 140</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table III shows a comparison between 3-D maze [2], 3-D A-tree [15], and our 3-D Elmore routers. Our baseline is the 3-D maze router. We observe that our 3-D Elmore router achieves 52% average delay improvement over the 3-D maze router and 11% improvement over the 3-D A-tree router. The delay reported is the maximum path delay of the final layout, which we obtain using a static timing analyzer. The TSV count is comparable between the 3-D Elmore router and the 3-D A-tree router, while the 3-D maze router uses 6% less TSVs. In the case of wirelength, the 3-D maze and 3-D A-tree routers obtained comparable results, but our 3-D Elmore router uses 15% higher wirelength. Last, our 3-D Elmore router runs three times faster than the 3-D maze router and about 40% slower than the 3-D A-tree router.

The “v-bound” column in Table III shows the lower bound of the TSV usage for each circuit. For MD2P nets, the lower bound is the number of dies in between the two pins plus 1. For MDMP nets, we use the fewest possible TSVs to connect all pins in the dies. We see that the number of TSVs needed by the 3-D maze or 3-D Elmore router is about twice as many as the minimum required. The number of TSVs used in the 3-D A-tree algorithm is the highest.

We observe from circuit b21_opt that 3-D A-tree performs better than our 3-D Elmore in terms of performance. We observe that this was due to congestion that caused a larger number of nets to be ripped and rerouted in our 3-D Elmore algorithm. In some cases, we observe that 3-D A-tree caused lower congestion and thus required less rerouting.

C. Delay and Wirelength Distribution

Our first goal is to collect the wirelength and delay statistics from the four types of nets in the 3-D Steiner routing mentioned in Section III-A: SD2P, SDMP, MD2P, and MDMP nets. Table IV shows the statistics, where we report the average max-sink delay and wirelength values among all nets in each type. We observe that MDMP nets have the largest delay and wirelength on average, which suggests that MDMP nets are the hardest to route in general (12.4 x delay and 8.1 x wirelength compared with that of SD2P nets). This is reasonable since they contain multiple pins in multiple dies and thus require multiple TSVs. We also observe that multipin nets incur larger delay and wirelength compared with two-pin nets (SDMP versus SD2P and MDMP versus MD2P). We also observe that MD2P nets have 8% smaller delay compared with SD2P ones on average. This is primarily due to the benefit of 3-D connection, where TSV-based 3-D connections tend to have smaller delay.

D. TSV Relocation Results

To evaluate the effectiveness of our TSV relocation algorithm, we implemented a fast greedy algorithm that tries to move TSVs into thermal hot spots in an iterative fashion. We choose a single hot spot and relocate movable TSVs into it. We then repeat this process for the next hot spot until no more temperature improvement can be obtained. In addition, we developed two TSV relocation methods based on our ILP formulation introduced in Section V-F: single ILP and multiple ILP. Under the single-ILP method, we perform our ILP-based TSV relocation once, while under the multiple-ILP method, we repeat the ILP-based TSV relocation until there is no more gain on temperature reduction. In this case, we report the number of iterations taken. Note that our ILP-based methods target all hot spots simultaneously.

Table V shows the maximum temperature, average temperature, and standard deviation obtained by the greedy method and our ILP-based methods (single iteration versus multiple ILP).
Table V
TSV RELOCATION RESULTS. $T_{max}$, $T_{ave}$, $T_{std}$ denote the maximum temperature, average temperature, and standard deviation among all thermal tiles, respectively. The runtime is in seconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ckt</th>
<th>initial temperature</th>
<th>greedy</th>
<th>single ILP</th>
<th>multiple ILP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_{max}$ $T_{ave}$ $T_{std}$</td>
<td>$T_{max}$ $T_{ave}$ $T_{std}$</td>
<td>$T_{max}$ $T_{ave}$ $T_{std}$</td>
<td>$T_{max}$ $T_{ave}$ $T_{std}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s9234</td>
<td>91.9 51.6 23.7</td>
<td>91.9 51.6 23.7</td>
<td>84.5 45.1 20.7</td>
<td>83.1 40.1 18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b14.opt</td>
<td>114.5 45.1 32.2</td>
<td>114.5 45.8 32.2</td>
<td>107.6 38.7 27.8</td>
<td>105.8 33.6 25.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s13207</td>
<td>111.3 66.1 27.6</td>
<td>111.3 66.1 27.6</td>
<td>101.2 53.2 24.3</td>
<td>101.1 52.8 24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s15850</td>
<td>115.1 44.0 34.3</td>
<td>114.0 44.0 34.1</td>
<td>103.1 37.5 27.6</td>
<td>102.6 33.5 26.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b20.opt</td>
<td>108.3 38.9 37.3</td>
<td>108.1 38.8 37.0</td>
<td>98.7 30.3 32.3</td>
<td>96.4 27.6 29.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b21.opt</td>
<td>114.1 45.7 24.2</td>
<td>113.5 45.5 24.0</td>
<td>109.4 37.8 20.1</td>
<td>108.4 35.7 19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ibm09</td>
<td>94.2 47.3 23.1</td>
<td>93.8 47.3 22.9</td>
<td>87.1 43.6 21.2</td>
<td>84.8 39.5 18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ibm10</td>
<td>113.4 54.2 21.0</td>
<td>112.9 54.0 20.9</td>
<td>105.6 45.2 16.4</td>
<td>104.0 32.3 18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ibm11</td>
<td>108.4 45.3 27.8</td>
<td>107.7 45.1 27.7</td>
<td>99.7 35.2 21.0</td>
<td>97.9 32.3 18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ibm13</td>
<td>95.1 52.4 27.9</td>
<td>94.5 52.1 27.7</td>
<td>86.6 43.8 22.3</td>
<td>86.1 41.8 21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ibm17</td>
<td>111.2 46.8 19.2</td>
<td>110.8 48.2 19.0</td>
<td>101.5 41.7 15.4</td>
<td>101.0 39.6 14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RATIO</td>
<td>1.00 1.00 1.00</td>
<td>0.99 0.99 0.99</td>
<td>1.00 0.99 0.99</td>
<td>0.90 0.83 0.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VI
IMPACT OF M-VARIABLE RELAXATION (FAST ILP VERSUS SLOW ILP) IN TERMS OF MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE AND RUNTIME.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ckt</th>
<th>fast-ILP</th>
<th>slow-ILP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_{max}$ $T_{ave}$ $T_{std}$</td>
<td>$T_{max}$ $T_{ave}$ $T_{std}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s9234</td>
<td>84.5 11.1 min</td>
<td>80.1 234 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b14.opt</td>
<td>107.6 1.4 min</td>
<td>99.5 342 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s13207</td>
<td>101.2 1.3 min</td>
<td>94.2 &gt; 1-day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s15850</td>
<td>103.1 2.9 min</td>
<td>98.4 &gt; 1-day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RATIO</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.94 -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VII
VARIOUS TSV SIZES AND THEIR PARASITIC RESISTANCE (IN OHMS PER MILLIMETER) AND CAPACITANCE (IN FEMTOFARAD PER MILLIMETER). DIMENSIONS ARE IN MICROMETERS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TSV</th>
<th>width</th>
<th>height</th>
<th>depth</th>
<th>$R$</th>
<th>$C$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size I</td>
<td>0.5 5</td>
<td>0.5 10</td>
<td>172.2</td>
<td>285.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size II</td>
<td>1 10</td>
<td>1 20</td>
<td>172.2</td>
<td>371.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size III</td>
<td>2 20</td>
<td>2 40</td>
<td>172.2</td>
<td>554.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VIII
IMPACT OF TSV DIMENSION ON DELAY, WIRELENGTH, AND TSV COUNTS. WE USE THE THREE TSV SIZES SHOWN IN TABLE VII.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ckt</th>
<th>delay</th>
<th>wire</th>
<th>TSV</th>
<th>delay</th>
<th>wire</th>
<th>TSV</th>
<th>delay</th>
<th>wire</th>
<th>TSV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s9234</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1694</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>5613</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>5558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b14.opt</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>6397</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>6397</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>6911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s13207</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>9749</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>9749</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>9657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s15850</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>11703</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>11516</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>11351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b20.opt</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>19274</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>18705</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>18187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b21.opt</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>19818</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>19314</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>18810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ibm09</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>29818</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>29900</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>28847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ibm10</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>155349</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>6.19</td>
<td>153843</td>
<td>0.392</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>151519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ibm11</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>142990</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>141922</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>6.76</td>
<td>139202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ibm13</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>184428</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>9.47</td>
<td>183813</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>181456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ibm17</td>
<td>824.8</td>
<td>171.1</td>
<td>416458</td>
<td>899.7</td>
<td>172.4</td>
<td>405400</td>
<td>987.6</td>
<td>187.4</td>
<td>403435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RATIO</td>
<td>1.00 1.00 1.00</td>
<td>1.07 1.01 0.98</td>
<td>1.34 1.1 0.97</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Impact of TSV Dimension and Parasitics

Next, we investigate the impact of TSV dimension and parasitics on delay, wirelength, TSV count, and temperature. Note that TSVs play an important role in determining the overall routing topology and the underlying thermal profile. Table VII shows three different TSV sizes and their R/C parasitics that we use in our experiment. Size II is the default set that is used in all of the previous experiments, as discussed in Section VI-A. Table VIII shows our 3-D Elmore routing results using these sizes, where Size I, the smallest, is our baseline. We first observe that the delay increases as the TSV dimension grows. This is mainly due to the wirelength increase, which is caused by the routing congestion from using larger TSVs. We observe that these large TSVs have a detrimental impact on MDMP nets, which are more likely to become critical nets. Another factor is
the higher parasitic capacitance values for larger TSVs. Since the Elmore delay model penalizes heavily on the capacitance increase, having larger TSVs results in more delay increase. Next, the actual TSV count decreases as the TSV dimension increases. This is because our delay-driven router may avoid using TSVs, particularly for short interconnects, to minimize the overall delay. However, the TSV count reduction is only 3%, indicating that our 3-D Elmore router still makes a heavy use of TSVs (up to 400,000 for IBM17).

We also conducted experiments to observe the impact of TSV dimension and parasitics on the temperature savings obtained by our TSV relocation algorithm. The results are shown in Table IX. We observe that larger TSVs result in more temperature savings (5%, 9%, and 11%). This is mainly due to the smaller thermal resistivity for larger TSVs. We note that circuit b22_opt does not follow this trend. This occurs since different TSV dimensions may result in different routing solutions, thereby influencing the thermal profile and temperature saving opportunity.

### F. Impact of Bonding Style

So far, the top two and bottom two dies are bonded face to face and the middle two back to back in our four-die stack, as discussed in Section VI-A. We now investigate the impact of bonding style on 3-D-routing results. In our new four-die stack, all dies are bonded face to back. We use $R_{\text{via}} = 0.267 \Omega/\text{mm}$ and $C_{\text{via}} = 1519.1 \, \text{fF/mm}$ for the face-to-back TSVs. One important difference between the “F2F” and “B2B” stacks is that the TSV upper bound is different. Face-to-face bonding allows more TSVs than face to back or back to back, primarily due to sizes. Therefore, we reran our 3-D placer to obtain a new placement that minimizes interdie connections for all face-to-back bonding. The routing results are shown in Table X. We first observe that the TSV count is considerably lower compared with that in Table III. This is mainly due to the absence of face-to-face bonding in the new F2B-only stack. On the other hand, the delay values in Table X are larger than those in Table III. This is mainly due to the larger wirelength and parasitic capacitance for the face-to-back TSVs. The reason for this wirelength increase with F2B-only stacking is that the number of interdie connections is minimized, resulting in less opportunity for wirelength reduction. Last, both Tables III and X show the same trend in terms of delay, wirelength, and TSV count among 3-D maze, 3-D A-tree, and 3-D Elmore routers.

### G. Two-Die Versus Four-Die Stacking

So far, our 3-D stack contained four dies, as discussed in Section VI-A. We now use a two-die stack in our experiment, where the two dies are bonded face to face. Our wire and TSV parasitics are as follows: $r_1 = 86 \, \Omega/\text{mm}$, $c_1 = 396 \, \text{fF/mm}$, $r_2 = 175 \, \Omega/\text{mm}$, $c_2 = 100 \, \text{fF/mm}$, $R_{\text{via}} = 17.2 \, \Omega/\text{mm}$, and $C_{\text{via}} = 371.8 \, \text{fF/mm}$. Table XI shows a comparison between 3-D maze, 3-D A-tree, and our 3-D Elmore router. Our baseline is the 3-D maze router. We observe that our 3-D Elmore router achieves 54% average delay improvement over 3-D maze routing and 11% improvement over 3-D A-tree. This significant delay reduction came at the cost of 13% wirelength and 10% TSV count increase compared with that of the 3-D maze router. This trend is almost the same as what we saw in Table III for the two-die-stack case.

### VII. Conclusion

This paper has studied two new problems that are important for 3-D stacked IC technology: 3-D Steiner tree construction and TSV relocation. Our routing algorithm is based on a constructive method, where a 3-D Steiner tree is grown by connecting a new pin to the existing tree. We derived two-variable delay equations and optimized them to compute the location of TSVs under the given thermal profile. For TSV relocation, we devised an innovative technique that helps us avoid the nonlinear optimization required for temperature optimization. Our formulation can handle large number of TSVs simultaneously for an effective temperature optimization.

### Appendix A

#### Optimization of Two-Variable Delay Equations

Assuming $a_0 = r_2/r_1$ and $b_0 = c_1/c_2$, the optimization of two-variable delay functions shown in Section IV-C allows the computation of $x$ (= connection point) and $y$ (= TSV location) as follows.

1. For $d(x)$, we have

$$
\frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial x^2} = r_1 c_2 (a_0 - b_0 - 2)
$$

$$
\frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial y^2} = r_1 c_2 (a_0 + b_0 - 2)
$$

$$
H_1 = - (r_1 c_2)^2 \{(a_0 + b_0 - 2)b_0 \}.
$$
Thus, we see that when $H_1 = 0$, $(\partial^2 F/\partial \delta x^2) \leq 0$, and $(\partial^2 F/\partial \delta y^2) = 0$, the optimal delay is found at points according to Case 2). Otherwise, they are found at points according to Case 4).

3) For $d(c)$, we have $(\partial^2 F/\partial \delta x^2) = -2r_1c_2$, $(\partial^2 F/\partial \delta y^2) = 0$, and $H_1 = -(r_1c_2^2)(b_0 - 1)$. If $H_1 = 0$, the optimal delay is found at points according to Case 2). Otherwise, they are found at points according to Case 4).

4) For all other nodes not in $T_p$, we have $(\partial^2 F/\partial \delta x^2) = 0$, $(\partial^2 F/\partial \delta y^2) = 0$, and $H_1 = 0$ since the delay is a linear function of $\delta x$ and $\delta y$. Thus, the optimal delay is found at points according to Case 3).

Since $a_0$ and $b_0$ values are dependent on the interconnect parameters at each die, we see that the number of points $(x, y)$ is a fixed constant.

APPENDIX B

EXPLANATION OF (15)

From Fig. 6, we note that the temperature at tile $(i, j, k)$ having $n$ TSVs is computed as follows:

$$T_{i,j,k} = T_{i,j-1,k} + (P_{i,j,k} + \cdots + P_{i,j,k}) \times T_{i,j,k}^m$$

We can write $\delta_{i,j,k}^m$ (refer to Table I for the definition) as follows:

$$\delta_{i,j,k}^m = (P_{i,j,k} + \cdots + P_{i,j,k}) \times T_{i,j,k}^m$$
We see that
\[
\delta_{i,j,k}^m \propto R_{i,j,k}^m \propto 1/V_{i,j,k}^m
\]
so \(\delta_{i,j,k}^m\) is strictly decreasing for increasing values of \(m\) and \(m > 0\). It can be seen easily that the temperature of a given tile having \(m\) TSVs can be rewritten as
\[
T_{i,j,k} = T_{i,j,k-1} + \delta_{i,j,k}^0 - (\delta_{i,j,k}^1 - \delta_{i,j,k}^0) - \cdots - (\delta_{i,j,k}^{m-1} - \delta_{i,j,k}^{m})
\]
We define \(\Delta T_{i,j,k}^m\) as follows:
\[
\Delta T_{i,j,k}^m = \delta_{i,j,k}^{m-1} - \delta_{i,j,k}^m
\]
which is equal to the coefficient of variable \(\beta_{i,j,k}^m\). Note that \(\Delta T_{i,j,k}^m\) is strictly decreasing when \(m\) is increasing. This enables us to use noninteger values for variable \(\beta_{i,j,k}^m\) (refer to Table I for its definition). The reason is that, for any value of \(\beta_{i,j,k}^m\), \(\beta_{i,j,k}^m\) will always reach its maximum allowed value of 1 before \(\beta_{i,j,k}^{m+1}\) starts having a nonzero value. This is due to the fact that \(\Delta T_{i,j,k}^m > \Delta T_{i,j,k}^{m+1}\), which corresponds to a greater decrease in objective function per unit change of \(V_{i,j,k}^m\). In other words, if \(\beta_{i,j,k}^m < 1\) and \(\beta_{i,j,k}^{m+1} > 0\), then we can always find a solution with a lower cost by doing the following: 1) adding \(\gamma\) to \(\beta_{i,j,k}^m\) so that \(\beta_{i,j,k}^m = 1\) and 2) adjusting \(\beta_{i,j,k}^{m+1}\) with \(\beta_{i,j,k}^{m+1} = \gamma\).

Thus, we see in our new reduced ILP formulation that the extra \(\beta_{i,j,k}\) variables are not constrained to be integers and that the only integer variables that we need are the \(M_{i,j,k}^{x,y,k}(n)\) variables. Note that this assumption is no longer valid if we try to minimize the maximum temperature of the tiles since \(T_{i,j,k}\) is no longer present in the objective function. There is no constraint on the \(\beta_{i,j,k}^m\) values, so they cannot be relaxed as continuous variables. Thus, the resulting ILP will have an extremely large number of integer variables.
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